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Covid-19 pandemic has impacted our lives, behaviors and routines. Businesses 
are equally impacted given the disruptions, uncertainties and changes in the 
consumer’s mind set.

In these challenging and changing times it’s more important than ever that marketers need to 
invest in understanding the complete dynamics of the marketing ecosystem. And Rural 
Markets are not insulated from these spiking changes.

FOREWORD

Sanjay Kaul 
Founder, CEO Impact Communications

Chairman- National Advisory Board 
Rural Marketing Association of India
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At Impact we decided to put our ears on the ground by 
leveraging our 2000+ resources across 13 odd states 
to gauge how this pandemic has impacted consumer 
buying behavior, inuencers, trade, and community 
ecosystem at the village level.

We have summarised some of the key ndings and 
insights in “Rural Darpan”. This brief report dwells into 
some key industry sectors for Rural Markets. This is the  
part 1 of the report. In part 2 we will capture and 
share insights on more sectors, the impact of reverse 
migration, the inuence of panchayat in the absence 
of non-functional courts, role of SHGs, etc.

We hope this part of “Rural Darpan” will help rural 
practitioners to devise renewed GTM, Trade, and 
engagement strategies.

We welcome your queries and feedback.
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In these unprecedented times, ‘Rural Darpan’ is an apt answer to the many questions the 

industry has. Research involving 25000 odd respondents across 13 Indian States is 

indeed a work to be applauded. Six Sectors have been picked up very carefully in this 

work. Identifying the norms of the new normal, at a time when things are not normal and 

we are restrained from social contacts, is a praiseworthy initiative. I am sure that the 

industry will be highly beneted from this timely work.  

Congratulations, Impact Communications team.

MR. BISWABARAN CHAKRABARTI
President, Rural Marketing Association of India (RMAI)

My sincere appreciation to the entire crew of Impact communications, who accepted 

the challenge to undertake the study, entitled Rural Darpan.

The study is very relevant, covers important rural sectors, and its impact on the 

economy. The study shares challenges of the stakeholders, rural markets, and the 

marketers involved during COVID19.

Most importantly, Way Forward has been meaningfully compiled to stay relevant, 

able to reconnect and retain customers in the rural markets to help them and the 

overall economy of our country.

DR. ANUP KALRA
Vice-President, Rural Marketing Association of India (RMAI)

Director Corporate Affairs, Ayurvet Limited

A very well-guided report I must say. Though it touches the tip of the iceberg still 

gives a lot of in-depth views, As a start point and thought provoker this document is 

a must-read for brand and media planners. The analysis of the Agriculture section 

is an eye-opener. I must appreciate your concern and involvement in industry 

growth.

MR. RAJKUMAR JHA
Member – National Advisory Board, Rural Marketing Association of India (RMAI)
Director, Rural Campus

INDUSTRY VOICE
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Rural Darpan, the rural study report, is a captivating and insightful read. And the content 

delivers comprehensively and cogently on the promise of illustrating the new normal in 

Rural India post covid19. Impact communication editorial team has done a thorough job 

of analyzing and decoding the emerging scenarios across key sectors from agri-allied to 

construction.

The rural study report offers enough and more research-backed insights in the rural 

marketers’ toolkit for managing and growing their rural businesses in the new normal post 

covid19.PRABHAKAR TIWARI
CMO, Angel Broking

Very well compiled and presented report on 

New Normal for Rural Markets.

MR. PUNEET VIDYARTHI
Member – National Advisory Board, Rural Marketing Association of India
Director of Sales & Marketing, CNH Industrial

A very well researched and designed article which beautifully captures the current 

scenario across multiple segments in the rural markets. As has been rightly analyzed, 

the new normal during and post COVID-19 will have to be accepted and amends made 

accordingly.

Congratulations to the team for a well-articulated article and look forward to more such 

publications! 

SIDDHARTHA CHOUDHARY
Founder & CEO, Helicrofter
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The report RURAL DARPAN by Impact Communications is indeed an insight into 

the new normal for Rural Markets.

MR. PRADEEP LOKHANDE
Member – National Advisory Board, Rural Marketing Association of India

Founder, Rural Relations



what comes out as a deep understanding of the prevailing COVID situation and the way of 

life in Rural India. Rural Darpan, hits on a fundamental but imperative need in these times; 

for brands to be present in the buyers mind space and sellers shelf space for it to reinstate 

it's place rmly for now and beyond. A must read to focus and look at  the lens Rural out in 

the present COVID times and brace up for the future.

RASNEET KAUR
Global Innovations Lead
Nutritional Business. 
Hindustan Unilever

COVID 19, has made health and hygiene awareness a big reality. Rural Markets will, 

therefore, see a sharp shift from “Un Branded” to “Branded” products, also a shift 

from “Un-Packaged” to “Packaged goods”. Also with Government refocusing on 

schemes like Mgnrega Etc, rural will increase disposable income thereby a better 

movement on consumer products.

Challenges: Rural Distributors will surely see a cash crunch, payments will not be 

easy to come from the markets. Consumer goods companies will have to plan how to 

help the distributors manage liquidity, through passing credits, re looking at 

margins, etc.
Ritesh Gauba

 Director Sales, Mars Wrigley India.
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COVID -19, has changed the world 

order, leaving the world economies 

struggling. In this situation of crisis when 

there is a lot of uncertainty and volatility 

in the markets, India is combating the 

situation with the best of its capabilities. 

This has left us marketers with a 

daunting task to Re-align, Refocus and 

Reboot our approach to businesses, as is 

the case with our lives and the lives of 

our consumers and brands.

We as business owners, marketers and 

consumers are living the effect of 

COVID-19 in the urban geographies. 

With a seamless ow of information by 

heavy  reportage on the effect of COVID 

19 in the urban ecosystem. However, we 

are oblivious to the rural markets & 

consumers.

Impact Communication in collaboration 

with Rural Marketing Association of 

India has undertaken this task to 

understand the emerging scenario and 

decode the new normal for Rural 

Markets.

Rural Darpan is an extensive endeavour 

that has attempted to capture disruption 

caused due to Covid -19 & how it has 

impacted the market of Key Sectors in 

Rural India.

PREFACE

Total Respondents    
25400

Agri & Allied
6900

35%27%

FMCG                    
8900      

FMCD
3689

PHARMA
2011

Construction
1800

Automobile
2100

35%27%

8%15%

7% 8%

Total States      

13
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Rural ecosystem is no different from the rest of the country in the disruption the Pandemic 

has caused. Cautious, Agile, Evolving yet optimistic is how rural is dealing with the current 

situation.

The Current  Rural Ecosystem-

LIFE WITH COVID 19

TOUCHPOINTS- Functional, not engaging

Chaupals, Haats & Mandi’s all touchpoints have taken a paradigm shift from being a social 

engagement platform to being only functional platforms.

TRUST POINTS -
Outsiders considered carriers not facilitators

Non-residents in a village are not welcome, the days of rural hospitality are a thing of past - 

surely in current times if not in future. The cautious approach towards the pandemic is 

personied by even the family members working as migrant workers in return are put in 

quarantine/isolation in village schools for stipulated time before allowing entrance.

PRECAUTION - The New Normal
Cautious & compliant is a behaviour here to stay for the rural ecosystem. Using Gamchas as 

masks & ensuring social distancing within all daily routines is a well accepted norm. Any 

outside exposure is expected to be governed and permitted by local authorities.

85%

85% of Respondents wanted any outside intervention to be permitted either by 

Panchayat or any regulatory authority from blocks/districts.

Panchayat 
Blocks/
Districts
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SECTORAL OVERVIEW

AGRICULTURE & 
ALLIED SECTOR

FMCG

PHARMA

FMCD

AUTOMOTIVE

CONSTRUCTION

Picture Credit : progressivelifecare.com, techstory.in, drivetribe.com, emerging-europe.com
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A Staggering 78% of the 

farmers had not visited the 

market in recent times due to 

the complete lockdown with 

89% of the respondents 

claiming that any such sale 

through a salesman or other 

representative was prohibited 

in their areas.

78%

89%

Agriculture is pivotal for Sustenance and Economy, being one of the only running sectors 

during this pandemic, yet again proving its importance and establishing itself as an 

imperative pillar of growth. The sector is showing the resilience to bounce back, despite 

being deeply and suddenly affected by the pandemic.

AGRICULTURE & 
ALLIED SECTOR

FARMER
The pandemic has affected the Farmers’ harvesting and sowing cycle with 

various factors disrupting the sector.

SKEPTICAL YET OPTIMISTIC

Farmers with their grit and determination are ready to be standing the test of these difcult 

times. Understanding the need to be compliant with the processes by the government and 

local authorities, he is set for the new sowing season.

UNCERTAIN ABOUT AVAILABILITY

The rotation of capital is expected to solve post the rabi season and will aid his nancial 

needs. Due to the initial effect of covid paralysing their farming cycle, farmers are worried 

about the timely availability of seeds & other agri inputs, labour, farm machinery, etc 

building skepticism and uncertainty about today and the future.
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(Timeline for the research is during harvest) 

52% 54%

During the initial days of the 

Lockdown 52% of retail outlets 

complained of limited transaction 

time, which was reected equally 

in the shrunken demand conrmed 

by 54% of retailers

33%

33% of respondents have admitted to taking 

orders through phone calls with South contributing 

a major share as compared to East & North.

RURAL AGRI RETAIL

The share of seeds related stores stood highest at 45% 

followed by lubes at 34% and tyres at 21%

The markets have been disrupted for the retailers of agri inputs and agri allied services and 

products. Whilst the entire March and April were completely shut down, even now the 

business operating time is shrunken.

SHRUNKEN DEMAND

There is a high correlation between the shrunken business operation time and the reduced 

demand, hence damping the demand condence. Like all other sectors the supply chain has 

also delayed the product availability.

INNOVATE TO SUSTAIN

The retailers have adapted to the new model of business i.e. they are connecting with their 

small base of consumers and capturing the demand and enabling deliveries at village level. 

The trend of on call delivery at the retailer level is prevalent in the southern and eastern 

states.

21% Tyre45% Seeds 34% Lubricant
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Seeking Advisory  - with adherence to guidelines

There is an acceptance of the need to be informed & educated on means to adapt from 

personal space to livelihood space. On being asked about the gap he is facing, farmers 

across states in unison are looking for advisory on how Pandemic will affect their crops & 

farming practices and what will be necessary steps to combat the problem.

Kishan Lal, a farmer from Tujarpur village in Saran district of Bihar says 

“Market visits act as a source of getting information and any new developments related 

to farming practices, travelling to towns is now difcult. Expert advice/ demonstration 

would help, However, safety aspects need to be taken care of with all relevant 

permissions in place. If our sarpanch suggests only then we will participate.”

“ “

66% of the farmers showed interest in attending service camps, customer meets, agri meets 

and counselling sessions to help push their return to normalcy provided there is proper 

permission from the authorities and social distancing norms are maintained.

66%

Picture Credit : crystalgraphics.com
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AGRICULTURE INPUTS PRICE SURGE

Complexity and hardship of the farmer increased as there is a surge in the prices due to 

disrupted supply chain.

“Ab company se paisey 
badh kar aarahey hai, aur 
maal bhi nahi araha pura, 

tabhi hum utna paisa charge 
kar rahey hai”
Abhishek Das, 

a distributor from 
Andal city in Bardhaman 
district of West Bengal

Though the agri input shops started to operate in mid April, currently they are struggling with 

limited stock. On the other hand the lube, tyre and agri machinery industry is facing a stiff 

challenge due to operational limitations. The mechanics, tters and other technicians 

required are not available at village level, and restrictive entries between the villages is 

adding to the troubles.  The ecosystem wants fear-mongering to go and free mobility, to get 

business back on track.

TRACTOR AND IMPLEMENTS -
Purchase through collaboration

The sale and purchase of tractor and implements is primarily happening with a collaborative 

effort purely based on Trust between the Dealer and the Farmer. The Tractors are being 

delivered at the Farmers Home after all formalities. The regular visits by tractor salespersons 

have been hampered due to the prevailing situation.

58% of respondents admitted 

to non receipt of stocks/inventory 

as per their requirement
58%
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60% of respondents claim 

incomes are affected by the 

pandemic  
60%

The FMCG sector is struggling between the gamut of demand & supply. While the Covid-19 

pandemic has spiked the demand in essential commodities, the majority of the markets are 

struggling with addressing the spike due to the breakdown in the supply chain & distribution.

FMCG

CONSUMER
The consumer in the rural market today is the reection of cautious optimism.

STOCKING AND NOT HOARDING - 
Cautious Spendings

The overall mood of the consumer is not to hoard however be cautious of purchase. 60% of 

the respondents say their incomes are affected and are going for a very thought-through 

purchase.

Prabhat Shukla, a farmer from Sikarara village in Jaunpur district of Uttar 

Pradesh says “We spend basis our need and our income, keeping in mind the 

uncertainty of the times. We decide weekly what is required, earlier I used to purchase 

extra items as well, but now it is requirement based.”

“ “
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MOVING TO NEW BRANDS - 

Availability & price inuencing decision

Non-availability & pricing is making rural consumers try new products which are available 

and have attractive pricing.

 Pricing and non availability of the preferred brand is paving the way for the brand shift. 26% 

of the respondents shared that they tried a new brand in the Lockdown period. Out of which 

43% respondents are satised with the change and are most likely to stick to the new brand.

26%

26% of Respondents-  

tried New Brands 

43% of respondents-

satised with the change
43%

Nilkanta Das, a consumer from Betnoti  in Mayurbhanj district of Orissa says 

“ I did not get the tea of our choice, so we purchased the next available brand.It is priced 

better and is equally good in taste and quality. Now I plan to purchase the same brand, 

why spend more when you get the same quality.”

“ “
MIXED RESPONSE - Hopeful but cautious

Once the markets open and we deal with corona spread, the belief is that the Rural Markets 

will come back to normalcy quickest.  

Living in a hyper-local economy, the major food consumption comes from the locally grown 

and available products. Therefore, the overall feeling among rural consumers is that of 

‘optimism’. They are calculative in their approach towards their daily lives & working 

.Corona pandemic is considered more of a city phenomenon. While of the respondents 40% 

suggested there would be a hit on income, the rest thought there is a difcult phase ahead 

but things will soon settle down. Only of them expressed the fear of corona devastating 6% 

lives in the coming times.

Hemant, a government electricity department worker from talagunda  

village in Shivamogga district of Karnataka says “We need to be cautious in our 

daily behaviour. Once this all gets to normal, slowly but surely, we will come back to 

routine. We live in villages and our dependence on the outside world is not very heavy 

except for the supply of products. We will get back to normalcy quicker than cities as our 

earnings are not that heavily dependent on external factors.”

“ “
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RETAIL

The retailer sees opportunity loss, a sentiment due to varied factors of limited time for 

operations, demand and supply disruption and lack of consumer footfall.

The restrictions to travel to the nearby wholesale and distributor market is an additional 

factor, to not being able to have the consumer preferred product on shelf.

NON AVAILABILITY OF STOCK - 
Brands not able to deliver

Retailers are struggling with the delivery of products by distributors. Distributors are 

complaining of lack of enough stocks to serve markets

71%

Retailer Respondents shared that, 
the salesmen from the companies 
are not visiting.

Respondents Mentioned there 
is no supply from the regular 
distributors.

79%
Salesmen Distributor

Chandan Singh, a retailer  from Birangadda  village in Giridih district of 

Jharkhand says “It’s been a month that there are only 1-2 company salesmen taking 

orders compared to 10-12 who used to visit every week. To keep our businesses running 

we are visiting nearest markets for stock. It is very risky and the administration is also not 

allowing us to travel.”

“ “

Picture Credit : gujaratmirror.in
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CREDIT UNAVAILABILITY -
Disruption has taken a toll on liquidity

A part payment upfront and part payment later is no more a practice between suppliers, 

distributors and retailers. It is just cash and supply now. This is creating a challenge to 

retailers as liquidity for them currently is a problem and stock is not being provided unless 

there is assured payment on delivery. 

Kapil, a retailer from phoolpur Town in Allahabad  district of Uttar Pradesh 

says “There is no stock to make things worse. If we get stock by travelling ourselves the 

supplier is not ready to provide any credit. This is affecting our business, once the order 

taking & supply resumes; the cycle will get back to manageable. We are compelled to 

operate with limited stocks.”

“ “

EAGER & OPTIMISTIC -
Minimise the availability and demand gap

The retailer is optimistic. While of the respondents felt that the demand in the FMCG 30% 

sector specically in necessity goods space will increase, only believed the opposite.7% 13% 

believe availability to be the most critical aspect to business post Lockdown.

Anuj Kumar , a retailer from Basaha in Lakhimpur Kheri district of Uttar 

Pradesh says “The products will sell, people will buy. When there is no product, there 

would be no sale. Currently smaller local brands are making products available and 

consumers are buying it- what will happen tomorrow only time will tell”.

“ “

13%30%

Expected Behaviour

expect increase 
in demand

repondents
believe availability 

is critical

repondents
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The distributor was more vocal about the disruption and stress in the ecosystem. Their 

struggles start from procuring the stocks from the company and managing the distribution of 

the limited stocks, ensuring they do not lose their customer base.

PARTLY FUNCTIONAL - Less stock, fewer hours of function

The Disrupted supply chain has resulted in making distribution a hobbling task. Across 

states, there is a block in the supply chain currently among major FMCG companies. The 

distributors are functional only for a few hours through the day to be able to manage their 

overhead expenses.

“There is not enough supply from the brands, we are not able to serve our retailers base. 

It’s impacting our relationship with the market. Due to restriction the ofce is open only 

for a few hours, it has impacted our business badly”, said D. Balu , a distributor from 

Ariyur town in Vellore district of Tamil Nadu.

“ “

DISTRIBUTION

LIMITED MOBILITY AND VARIED DISTRICTS’ ADVISORIES
Impacting supply chain 

Currently Distributors are serving only 20% - 40% of their retail base in their periphery. 

Movement of commercial vehicles is a big problem, the advisories vary from district to 

district.

Distributor is serving only
20%-40% of its retailers 

Retailers Distributor

Sanjeev Kumar, a distributor from Babugarh in Hapur district of Uttar 

Pradesh says “The delivery by vehicles is neither making volume sense (due to stock 

non-availability) nor is it worth the effort to go through the daily hassles of getting stuck 

at various checkpoints. We ask the retailers to come and pick up the stock.”

“ “
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NORMALCY WILL SET IN SOON -
Supply chain needs to be put in place

FMCG distributors believe that normalcy in business will come quicker to them compared to 

any other sector. The demand is in place, the government is easing up restrictions, however 

the only thing that needs to be quickly geared up is the supply chain. 

Sentiment across the distributor class is encapsulated by Subumiya, a distributor 

from Tumkur district of Karnataka who says “The products we supply are everyday 

use commodities, we might see a bit of a drop but we still believe it would be 

compensated by higher demand in hygiene and essential products. The companies 

need to support this by pulling things fast back to normal .”

“ “

The prevalent challenges in the FMCG segment are similar in rural and urban markets. 

However in rural, local players & agile brands are driving availability and bigger players will 

have to do the same at an equally quicker pace not to lose the ground they have gained over 

the last decade by investing in the rural markets.

Picture Credit : janvajevu.com
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PHARMACEUTICAL 

PANIC STOCKING

The sector witnessed a lot of panic buying with the onset of the pandemic, both by the 

retailer and the Consumers alike.  

In the initial period, consumers’ with chronic ailment bought medicines for a month or more. 

Whilst the medicines for common ailments are in their usual sales cycle, there is a surge in 

demand for the OTC brands for hygiene and well being. 

There is  a surge  in the sales of  immunity booster 
with  Chawanprash leading the sales. 

Dabur & Zandu have seen a surge in the sales, 
followed by Multivitamin & vitamin c 

86%

Chemists Said Sales of Immunity Booster

Pharma sector has seen a sudden spike in demand, the pandemic has affected the sector 

across categories. As was expected there is a surge in demand both in prescribed & otc 

products.

Aurobindo das, a chemist from  Banguri village in Paschim Bardhaman district of 

West Bengal says“There is not much stock shortage seen in the prescribed 

medicine/OTC category. Also the chemists near hospitals are working seamlessly as 

they are not much affected.”

“ “
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IMPACTED SERVICE AND TRUST - at the Last Mile 

UNCERTAINTIES HAVE PERCOLATED -
even in the insulated sectors

Distributors have stopped serving due to fear and restriction of movement, but retailers are 

managing to procure stock from the distributor centre/ wholesale markets. 

The large pharmaceutical companies are well placed in the market, however stock delivery 

is taking more time than usual. Hence the availability of stock at distributors is relatively less, 

expected to bounce back soon with the ease of restrictions in the supply chain. 

Cash over credit is the new practice by the distributors. Rural pharmacists/chemists in their 

response shared their most painful point of travelling to towns to get stocks. There is no 

government order for the service of medicines from companies and distributors. In a few 

pockets certain domestic pharma companies during these times have offered increased 

margins, in order to push their OTC brands leveraging the absence of the popular brands. 

94% chemists travel to 
nearby towns to pick up 
stocks as the distributor has 
refused to deliver. 

94%

Rajakumar, a distributor from  Hassan Bazaar in Bhojpur district of Bihar 

says MNC companies stocks are less at the distributor too, they should think of 

strengthening distribution to survive in the market.
“ “

of the chemists feel they are operating 
at high risk on account of travelling to 
towns for stock. 78%

53 % chemist want better scheme/margins  
followed by 47 % who prefer availability 

of the stock at their premises 
(to avoid hassle)

53% 47%

SCHEME STOCK
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42 % have decided the timings by their own depending on their footfall 
experience while 58 % are following authority protocols shared in their vicinity

SHIFT IN OPERATING TIMES OF RETAIL AND 
BUYING PATTERNS OF THE CONSUMER 

Medical and Pharma sectors relatively Witnessed the least shutdown, yet 90% of the chemist 

open for a specic period of time. The decrease in consumer footfall has become a 

determining factor for the operating time of the chemist. The consumer is preferring to buy 

extra strips of medicines to avoid repeat visits, setting in a new order of purchase behaviour.

42%
OWN
TIME 58%

AUTHORITY

TIME

Chemists are hesitant in dealing with patients coming 
for medicines directly. They are strictly following the 
prescription norm and urging critical patients to visit 
the doctor.

97%

Distributor has refused to give any stock on credit and also pushing them to clear 

all debts due to which they have to travel several times due to cash shortage. “

“

VOLUNTARILY DECREASED ACCESS - 
to Health Service 

Rural consumers’ shared that RMP,  Registered Medical Practitioners are the rst point of 

consultation for medicines for common ailments. 

It surfaced in our study that the restrictive timings have also had a bearing on less patients 

visiting them. 

Dr. R.K. Gupta, a Physician from Bagra village in Chatra district of 

Jharkhand, visits the clinic only when patients reach out to him over a call and in that 

duration attends walk-in if any.
“ “
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In the long term, the sector is expected to face an acute impact of COVID-19, as it has a high 

dependency on China for imports.

But the tactical impact is no less on the industry, as with the onset of a new season the 

demand for consumer durables and electronics sees a spike, however, the situation is 

different despite decent demand.

In rural geography, despite demand, availability and accessibility is majorly affected.

FMCD

CONSCIOUS BUYING: 
Cost-effective Products Are Preferred Over Branded 

With the peak summer, increasing demands for fans and coolers is been observed, however, 

the consumer seems to be conscious of their choices. They are buying the cost-efcient 

product over branded, looking to get maximum value for his money.

43%

43% of the respondents preferred 

value for money to brand

Due to the disruption in the supply chain, most of the FMCD outlets are selling old stock, in 

most cases; the stock is yet to come. Whilst companies are taking new orders, but most of 

them are not entertaining credit due to market uncertainty.

THE RETAILER IS JUGGLING BETWEEN THE DEMAND, 
SUPPLY, AND THE CREDIT CYCLE

70% of the retailers do not have the products’ of their customer’s choice. 68% of retailers are 

worried about the stock availability. 53% of the respondents believe it will take more than 

3 months for markets to get normal.

68%70% 53%
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SURGE IN THE REPAIR OF OLD ELECTRONICS AND
BUYING WHAT’S IMPORTANT

Due to economic instability, consumers prefer to get their old electronics repaired. Most of 

the consumers from the small villages are accessing the electricians’ service in order to delay 

the purchase of new goods.

69% of respondents prefer getting their electronics repaired unless it is imperative

to buy. 53% of the respondents believe it will take more than 3 months for markets 

to get normal.

69% 53%
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AUTOMOTIVE

The automotive sector was already struggling before the Covid-19 crisis. This situation 

worsened with the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and the ongoing lockdowns across the 

country & rural market are no different from this.

NEGLIGIBLE DEMAND – 
Two-Wheelers Expected to Lead the Revival

With the consumers’ preference driven more 

towards personal health, hygiene & daily 

essentials, mobility has come down in the priority 

set. While there is minimal to no demand in the 

four-wheeler segment, the market is condent 

on Two Wheeler leading the revival of the 

category.

52% of the consumers suggested that they would be looking at a 
two-wheeler purchase once the situation betters as shared mobility is not safe.

5 %%2

Nayan , a villager from Revsa in Amravati district of Maharashtra Says 
“ we are looking to buy a two-wheeler once the things get better, 

public transport & shared vehicle is not safe also not allowed. 
We need to get back to normal functioning, 

a two-wheeler is the only option”.

LATER

Picture Credit : zeenews.india.com
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HIGH DEMAND FOR VEHICLE SERVICE -  
Preparedness for Normalcy

There is a substantial increase in vehicle service 

requirements across the country. Post relaxation 

people are getting ready to move towards 

normal functioning and mobility has a big play in 

that. Servicing vehicles is the rst thing most of 

the people are doing currently. Consumers are 

trying to get their vehicles serviced, by reaching 

out to the nearby towns as per the permitted 

rules. 

Varun, a passenger car dealer from Allahabad district 
of Uttar Pradesh says “sales are down to zero, the only income that has started is 

from service. We have almost a 60% increase in service requests 
every day compared to normalcy. This is helping us to sustain in current times.”

DIFFICULTY IN GETTING LOANS – 
adding to the woes

Getting loans for buying a vehicle is extremely difcult in current times, in most cases loans 

are not being disbursed for new cases. This is making things difcult for whatever demand 

there is in the current times. 

73% of the dealers suggested once the loan and lending
get opened up the demand will slowly start getting better.

3 %%7

DEMANDLOAN & LENDING

SUGGEST

Picture Credit : vccircle.com
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SCV- SEGMENT LOOKS OPTIMISTIC 
Despite Slurping Demand

With the increasing impetus on the supply chain, 

logistics, and need for economic stability, consumers’ 

are looking forward to buying the SCV they have been 

planning to buy. The Dealers in the SCV segment look 

optimistic and believe that once the nancial 

institutions are up and running the sales will bounce 

back. 

44% of dealers are optimistic 
about the uptake of sales for SCV

37% of consumers’ are planning 
to buy the SCV in the 
coming 4-5 months

STOCK NOT AN ISSUE – 
liquidating the existing stock is a challenge

The dealership is not too concerned about the stock delivery however are more concerned 

about the stock that they are holding onto. Liquidating the stock seems to be a big challenge.

89% of the dealer respondents mentioned having enough stock. 
94% of respondents were worried about 

the liquidity of the vehicles they have stocked.

4 %%4

SALEOPTIMISTIC 

3 %%7 4-5 
MONTHS

PLANNING

89%

ENOUGH STOCK

94%

LIQUIDITY OF STOCK
WORRIED ABOUTHAVE

Picture Credit : britannica.com
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CONSTRUCTION 
 

The construction industry is seeing a slump however is hopeful that things will pick-up soon. 

The challenge is more to do with the opening of the markets post which the general 

consensus is that the market will pick up.

CEMENT, STEEL AND ALLIED INDUSTRY

FALL IN DEMAND
The distributors have stock piled up at 

warehouses and stockyards, yet their availability 

at the last mile is still a challenge. The ancillary 

industry for construction material (Bricks, sand, 

crushed stones) is not able to cater to the 

shrunken demand due to disrupted supply 

chains. 

Dealers are experiencing a 
40-50% slump in demand.

SUPPLY CHAIN PROBLEMS

Adding to the woes of the construction market in rural areas. Retailers are losing 

30-60% business as per the post-harvest potential in rural areas. The business loss 

is more on account of supplies and new constructions being deferred. 

50%40%

Ram Krishan, a cement dealer from Bakhed village in Rajgarh district of 

Madhya Pradesh says, “It takes more than 2 weeks to get the orders delivered. 

Passing of the material vehicles through red zones is an issue. We are facing a tough 

time.”

“ “
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HOUSE CONSTRUCTION RESUMES AMIDST 

INTERRUPTED SUPPLIES

With relaxation in carrying construction activities 

as well as permissions to open construction 

material shops, the abruptly stopped house 

constructions in the rural areas have resumed. 

There is a 40-50% loss of pre-lockdown 

customers shared by retail who were to buy the 

material. Southern states like Karnataka, 

Telangana and Andhra Pradesh have adapted 

quickly to ways and means to minimise the loss.

Northern regions like Punjab, Uttarakhand 

and Haryana, are the only states where the 

segment is majorly impacted due to exodus 

of  labour.  In North and east  the 

construction workforce is without work.

LABOUR SHORTAGE IS AN URBAN PHENOMENON 

WITH A FEW EXCEPTIONS 

Bachiya Singh, a cement dealer from Hajipur Nagar  in Vaishali district of 

Bihar says “More than 50 % of masons are not getting any work, whereas at this point 

of time, most of the masons and labour would get work. By the end of May there is water 

shortage, thus civil work comes to a halt.” 

“ “

Picture Credit : bbc news
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HARD-PRESSED WITH SUPPLIES YET PLAYING SAFE

The retailers are operational for 3-6 hours per 

day as per the allotted timings at district/state 

level.

Orders are lost to the available brands but at the 

same time retailers are not serving beyond their 

immediate areas. The carrier vehicle carrying 

steel or cement gets stopped and such hassles 

are avoided at present. 

Sunil Kumar, a steel rebar dealer  from hyderabad district of Telangana 

selling rebars says, We nd it risky in these times.  Getting the vehicles released and 

payments are stuck.
“ “
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CONSUMERS’ CHANGING 
Media Consumption And 
Preference Pattern

Our on ground rural survey during COVID-19, brings in an intriguing reection of the media 

consumption of rural consumers.The lack of entertainment has been a constant observation 

of the marketeers for rural markets but on the contrary the new age mediums have made 

inroads to the last mile.

Mobile usage has evolved in rural.  
80% of respondents could read their 
messages and 78% could even write 
their messages. 

SEND
78%

SMS 80%

SATELLITE AND DIGITAL CONSUMPTION 

SHRINKING THE BOUNDARIES OF UNKNOWN:

Rural is consuming today multiple mediums and in our study Television steers cleared ahead 

of other conventional mediums of print and radio. 

70% of respondents considered TV 
as their preferred means 

for consumption 
followed by mobile at 25%70% 25%

Picture Credit : ruralmarketing.in
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Whilst the Television viewing stands out, at the same 

time a single TV unit creates a shared viewership, where 

the preference of what media to be consumed is 

decided by the head of the family, which in most cases is 

news and entertainment. 

On the other hand the increased penetration of 

smartphones is changing how rural consumers 

consume entertainment and information. Our 

study clearly shows that a farmers’ digital 

consumption is very different from that of a 

retailer or to the youth or young female/ 

homemakers etc, in the village ecosystem. 

Owning a personal device, gives the freedom to 

choose your media, and connect with the 

outside world is the high point of ownership. 

Using smartphones almost equates with use of whatsapp followed by 65% of them 

being on social networking platforms. However quality of network is not explicit.

65% of the respondents present 
on social networking platforms 65%

20% of respondents shared that 
they were relatively 

new owners (3- 6 months) 
of smartphones.

 
New Owners
20%

Picture Credit : blog.themediaant.com

Picture Credit : krishijagran.com
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PREFERRED CONTENT CONSUMPTION BY MALE 

A staggering 42% of respondents preferred viewing videos of SONGS/HUMOR; the second most 
consumed content being MOVIES stands at 28% ; followed by 15% FARMING related videos

PREFERRED CONTENT CONSUMPTION BY FEMALE

Women access the internet for SONGS & MOVIES  is very similar to that of 
rural men 41% & 22%. The next popular searches are around  FOOD/RECIPE,

FASHION/BEAUTY & EDUCATION at 15%,12% & 8% respectively. 

It is Historically Proven that , rural consumers are Adversity is the mother of all adoption

no different. They are gradually adapting to the new age mediums, also in parts of Tamil 

Nadu, Uttarpradesh, Maharashtra and Karnataka we have seen a surge in Digitally 

Interactive Entertainment with various mobile games making inroads in rural areas. 

28%

MOVIES

SONGS/HUMOR 15%

FARMING

42%

22%

MOVIES

SONGS/HUMOR

41%

12%

BEAUTY/FASHION

FOOD

15%

8%

EDUCATION

Picture Credit : krishijagran.com

Picture Credit : madurainsights.com
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THE WAY FORWARD 
In nutshell, the study clearly states that there is uncertainty amidst every group of consumers.  

Covid -19 has set in a new way of living for all. It also  elaborates on the challenges and the 

evolving rural consumers’. The risk is that prolonged delay of  brands in reaching out and 

activating may open up opportunities for those who were better placed during Covid-19 but 

not long invested in these markets .

More than before it has become imperative for 

the Brands to be present in Buyer's Mind Space 

and Sellers Shelf Space. To achieve the business 

goals there is a need to Re-purpose the way we 

REACH, COMMUNICATE and stay RELEVANT to 

steadily RESURGE the rural markets for our 

businesses.

Retain and Reconnect 
with your existing 
consumer base

1

3

Hyper local Connect 
online and ofine4

Collaborations will be 
imperative to grow 5

Lean is the new smart 6

7

Disruptive Engagement 
to Empathetic 
Engagement  

2

Lean into Vehicles of 
Trust, Inuences 
ofine and online 

Shift from customer centric 
communication to human 

centric communication 

The Key Takeaway 
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C O M M U N I C A T I O N S

For a customized brand reach out strategy, 
share your brands’ requirement at

Email: marketing@impactcomm.org 


